Designed to meet the varying needs of any contemporary office environment, Metronome™ FlipTop Tables provide mobility, modularity and flexibility. By linking combinations of shaped and rectangular Flip Top tables, meeting and boardrooms can be configured, re-configured or stored at a moment’s notice.

Detailed to perfection, Metronome™ FlipTop Tables are the new touchstone for conference, training and meeting rooms. The sophisticated styling of the leg and top surface imparts a clean modern design aesthetic that will effortlessly complement any corporate interior.

SHAPES AND EDGE DETAILS
All standard Nienkämper veneers and laminates.

DIMENSIONS
Sizes from 60”x24” to 90”x36”

TOP FINISHES
Range from plastic laminate with high impact Translucent edge to veneer with solid wood edging.

STANDARD FEATURES
Aluminum base with locking casters

OPTIONS INCLUDE
Power/data AV solution, modesty panel, ganging hardware, wire management and flush or inset leg placement with locking casters.

BASE FINISHES
Metronome™ FlipTop Tables are offered in a variety of finish options. Finishes can be matching or mixed to create a unique combination.

Anodized aluminium in 5 colors.
A:  AL-03 mirror polish
B:  AL-07 anodized

Note: Stretcher rails are always silver anodized finish

CONNECTIVITY
Metronome™ FlipTop Tables can be specified with a range of connectivity devices to suit most technology and price point requirements. For connectivity device details and pricing visit www.nienkamper.com or contact customer service at 1.800.668.9318.

Designer: figforty
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...at a moment’s notice meeting rooms and boardrooms can be reconfigured.